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Bio-engineering 
in practice (1)

• Examples of 
purely “green” 
techniques to 
protect 
infrastructure 
earthworks.



Bio-engineering 
in practice (2)

• Examples of “green” 
techniques combined 
with hard civil 
engineering structures 
to protect 
infrastructure 
earthworks.
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Infrastructure in the landscape: part of the slope and catchment



Bio-engineering works 
in the Lao PDR

• Examples of labour-based 
grass planting and other bio-
engineering works as part of 
landslide rehabilitation on a 
highway in northern Laos.
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Example of a large bio-engineering site: 
Dhankuta, Nepal, 1987, before treatment
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Example of a large bio-engineering site: 
Dhankuta, Nepal, 1987, after treatment



Vegetation and bio-engineering in 
infrastructure design – the constraints

• Poor risk definition
o Lack of reliable long term environmental data.
o “Green” elements not easily definable.

• Lower costs – less attractive to contractors
• Limited acceptability of new approaches
o Need different skills.
o Professional pride and arrogance. 
o Environmentalists not strong enough.

• Weak planning
o EIAs too late, focussed on mitigation.
o “Green” designs poorly developed.
o Lack of good design review.



Environmental 
constraints 
mapping

• Example of 
infrastructure 
development for a 
mine in Liberia.

• The first part of 
the environmental 
impact assessment 
was to define the 
environmental 
aspects of the 
various route 
corridor options.



Inadequate incorporation of “green” techniques 
in infrastructure design – the consequences

• Costs escalate 
o Exclusion of later elements (e.g. bio-engineering).
o Weak contractual penalties for failure to implement 

safeguards.
o Sorting it out later costs more.

• Reliability declines
o Infrastructure is not resilient or sustainable.
o Infrastructure does not serve its purpose.

• Weak planning leads to weak infrastructure
o Other land uses change around infrastructure, affecting it.
o But infrastructure is a cause of change. 



Knowledge 
can support 
planning
• Examples of 

supporting 
information required 
for “green” 
approaches.

• Data required are 
locally specific: 
research is needed in 
every country.

• These examples show some of the knowledge 
developed for four different countries. More 
data are needed everywhere.



How to ensure “green” techniques make infrastructure 
more resilient and sustainable – solutions

• Define risks 
o Keep designs and costs in line with real risk levels.
o Use “green” works to increase resilience, throughout life.

• Plan at landscape level
o Use EIA analyses productively.
o Map landscape constraints early.
o Designs must have a “green” review.
o Take a long term, whole-life view.

• Cost and quality controls
o Ring-fence budgets for “green” works. 
o Budget reviews must involve “green” technical specialists.
o Ensure realistic and flexible funding, budgeting and supervision.

• Skills and knowledge – develop and encourage both.


